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Later than anticipated due to unforeseen
time constraints (mine, guilty as charged),
this Newsletter still manages to capture,
discuss, and bring a flavour of last
September’s ‘Cerebration’ event. It is
discussed at length in the President’s letter
and two different reviews, the programme is
reproduced, and to cap it all, Arnold Whittall
and the editorial board of Music Analysis
have kindly permitted us to print Whittall’s
pre-dinner speech at the same event.
Whittall has witnessed a niche discipline in
the 1980s gradually losing its hard musicaltheoretical grounding only to become a way
of doing musicology of any kind for those
blessed or cursed with an impulse for close
musical reading. So, is ‘music analysis’
about to be institutionally dismantled or is it
still under construction? During the speech
we pondered such questions against a reallife and quite rude sound of drilling from a
floor or two below. Here is a chance to
ponder again, in peace and quiet.
The TAGS postgraduate conference is also
faithfully represented here, as always, and
this time more so, since it involved seven
different reviewers covering all sessions
between them, and as ever gave our
postgraduates some practice in reviewing
(this is the place to thank them, as well as all
the other contributors). There are certain
advantages and disadvantages in reviewing
TAGS so comprehensively, so I’ll leave you
to make your own judgement and am happy
to receive feedback. One thing remains
uncontroversial, however: the professional
level of presentations has been rising for a
while, as can be clearly seen from our prizewinning essay by Will Bosworth on ‘metrical
dissonance’ in Brahms’s music. Truth be
told, the SMA Committee has an
increasingly difficult task each year choosing
a winner, with the increase in both quality
and disciplinary diversity of the papers.
Perhaps analysis is not going to the dogs
after all, then, and we could all stop worrying
so much about the future. If you still remain
unconvinced, read Kirstie Hewlett’s piece
about our new Postgraduate Writing Club,
whose first meeting is to take place at City
st
University London on 1 December. I shall
be there and will report about this event on
our website.
Shay Loya
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President’s Letter: A Double Anniversary
For a couple of days in
late September, analysts
gathered at the IMR’s
magnificent Chancellor’s
Hall to celebrate/cerebrate
a joint anniversary. Music
Analysis was born thirty
years ago, followed in
1991 by the Society for
Music Analysis. Pictures
of the event, including that
of a rather splendid
birthday cake, are posted
on our website. To mark
this occasion, the SMA laid on a feast, with a
fantastic range of dishes on the menu, giving us
an opportunity to catch up both with the latest
‘technologies’—as the saying goes—and with
each other. Reviews of this excellent symposium
appear within. But let me frame these reports with
a few historical observations.
It was a particular delight to welcome two
distinguished keynote speakers. Richard Cohn,
fresh on the heels of his wonderful new book,
Audacious Euphony, and a theorist who has had a
long association both with the journal and the
society, was the ideal international guest, and he
made a very gracious speech during the wine
reception about the international standing of UK
analysis. Jonathan Dunsby, of
course, was central to the
founding of both Music
Analysis and the SMA. To
invent one institution, as Lady
Bracknell never said, may be
regarded as a stroke of good
fortune. To invent two… looks
like genius. The rest is
history, as they say. Music
Analysis quickly established
itself, with ’Spectrum and
JMT, as one of the two or
three best music-theoretical
journals in the world. It has given the world a
stream of seminal articles, and garnered a
reputation for the hand-tooled excellence of its
production values and house style, making it truly
a Rolls-Royce of journals. All this is due to the
expertise and hard work of a distinguished series
of editors, and the dedicated teams they gathered
around themselves. Increasingly, the role of the
SMA has become symbiotic: the Journal funds the
Society, and events organised by the Society
ideally yield articles published by the Journal.
Papers programmed in this symposium represent
the spectrum of contemporary analytical work in

the UK, and we invited participants to submit them
to a planned MusA Special Issue.

I am privileged to be the current President of the
SMA (since 2008; I promise this will be my last
term), and am happy to report on its ongoing good
health. We have a capacious and supple new
website. Our schedule of events pivots on regular
TAGSs and MACs, which have become a feature
of the scholarly landscape, recruiting as many
overseas as homegrown speakers. Other eventtypes come and go—not defunct so much as
‘parked’, like university modules: Spring and
Autumn Study Days; Road Shows; Summer
Schools; and now themed conferences (on
emotion [Durham 2009] and popular music
[Liverpool 2013]) which alternate with the MACs.
The SMA has awarded Masters Bursaries and
sponsored external conferences. One extremely
beneficial development is the support of the IMR
in partnering SMA events and giving us an
occasional London base; this has been crucial in
offsetting the changing culture in the London
universities. It perhaps bears saying that things
aren’t all rosy in the garden, lest the mood at this
Cerebration become too self-congratulatory. SMA
membership still hovers around the 100 mark, and
it is not clear whether the trend is rising or falling.
Nor is it obvious what these statistics mean, since
the Society punches above its weight in terms of
the national and international profile
of the events it organises. At a recent
TAGS conference, a speaker from
one of the older universities made
the remarkable point that analytical
knowledge is often more assumed
than actually taught. Matthew Riley
observes, equally remarkably, that,
as with Elgar, there is something
quintessentially
‘provincial’
and
‘artisan’ about the best hands-on
British analysis: it is something that
gentlemen don’t do. I take that as a
compliment to our profession. I also
draw optimism from Arnold Whittall’s wonderfully
encompassing pre-prandial speech, balanced—as
Adorno would approve—on a knife-edge between
the pessimistic and the sanguine. Perhaps it is on
that knife-edge that music analysis belongs.
On a rather more downbeat note, we dedicated
the proceedings to the memory of Adam Krims,
Professor of Music Analysis at Nottingham, who
died suddenly a week before the symposium at
the age of 49. Adam was a brilliant, pioneering
spirit, and the world of music theory is bereft of
one of its finest minds. Adam knew the critic
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Norman Lebrecht and Lebrecht—with his flair for
catching the public eye—announced on his blog, I
quote, ‘the passing of the UK’s only Professor of
Music Analysis’, and this elicited a posting—‘What
about Tovey?’, and soon after, ‘What about Ian
Bent’? My own response on Lebrecht’s blog was,
‘Actually, there are quite a few of them’. The fact
that, nowadays, analysts rarely admit to what they
do, tending not to style themselves Professors ‘of
Music Analysis’, is perhaps a healthy sign of the
assimilation of the discipline to the point of being
taken for granted. However, the Cerebration was
expressly about not taking analysis for granted: it
was meant to celebrate it. Adam Krim’s own work
is especially thought-provoking in its capacity to
straddle the extremes of musical close readings
and cultural critique. A profound scholar of C. P.
E. Bach in his spare time, Adam’s ‘day job’
typically engaged with sounds without scores;
moreover, sounds embedded in politics and urban
geographies. At the time of his death, Adam was
serving on the Programming Committee of the
SMA’s next MAC—the International Conference

on Analyzing Popular Music (Liverpool, July 2-4
2013), or ‘PopMAC’. Given that popular music is
the most prevalent form of music in the world
today, there is no more fitting or timely challenge
for our discipline to address. PopMAC is officially
dedicated to Adam’s memory, and, with the
support of his family, we will be awarding an
Adam Krims Memorial Prize for the best paper
given by a student or early-career researcher.
At sixteen, you are allowed to get married. At
eighteen, you can vote. Twenty-one is a more
elusive watershed. According to British law, you
can: be elected as a Member of Parliament or
Mayor of London; hold a pilot’s license; supervise
a learner driver (provided you have held a license
for the same type of vehicle for at least three
years). At thirty, the age where retired footballplayers ghost-write their own cerebrations, Music
Analysis is at the prime of life, with its future
before it.
Michael Spitzer

Committee News
Joining:

Leaving:

Helen Thomas, Development Officer

Suzie Wilkins, Student Representative

Helen Thomas recently
submitted her PhD on
metaphors of temporality in
European avant-garde at
Lancaster University where
she also works as a visiting
lecturer. She is currently
employed as Research
Associate (Music) on the
Ageing Creatively project
at Newcastle University. Helen was appointed as the
SMA’s Development Officer in October 2012. Her
previous experience in this area includes promotion
of copyright repertoire for Oxford University Press,
administration of the Manchester-based new music
ensemble Psappha, and the development of The
Cornerstone Festival in Liverpool. In addition, she is
Membership Development Officer for the Royal
Musical Association, which provides opportunity to
support the interests of the Society within a UK
network of musical sub-disciplines. As the SMA’s
Development Officer, Helen’s main objectives are to
increase awareness of the Society’s aims, develop
the benefits of membership, and promote the
activities of the Society within the UK and overseas.

Suzie Wilkins joined the SMA
Committee in 2010 after being
inspired that year by the
Summer School in Durham.
Most recently she has been
involved in setting up our
Facebook
page
and,
alongside her co-student rep
Kirstie Hewlett, organising the
Postgraduate Writing Club.
Meanwhile Suzie has been studying for a PhD
and working as an associate tutor at the University
of Sussex and as a postdoc research assistant at
Queen Mary, University of London, where she is
still employed. Most recently, she successfully
defended her PhD thesis 'Aesthetic Experience in
Music: Case Studies in Composition, Performance
and Listening', which means—for the SMA—the
end of her role as student rep. Congratulations to
Suzie for her forthcoming doctorate award and
many thanks for her contribution to the SMA. We
wish her all the best in her future career.
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Elections
SMA members are invited to stand for the
following two positions on the Society for Music
Analysis Committee:
•

Vice-President & Events Officer;

•

Student Representative.

The elected candidates will work with the rest of
the SMA Committee to represent and guide our
activities over the next two years.
The Vice-President works with the President to
represent and guide the Society, helping to plan
and organise its central events: MAC conferences,
Music Analysis Summer Schools, TAGS
Weekends, and other events.
There are two SMA Student Representatives, and
due to Suzie Wilkin’s departure (see above) one
of positions is now due for election. Student
Representatives help the committee discover what
sort of workshops, seminars, conferences etc. are
of interest to the younger generation, and take a
lead role in organising our programme of student
events.

year, usually in conjunction with other SMA
events. Travel expenses to these meetings are
reimbursed.
Terms of office commence on 1 January 2013 and
are for two years in the first instance, with the
possibility of re-election. Additionally, to be eligible
to stand for election as a Student Representative,
you should anticipate being enrolled on a
university course for the duration of the two-year
term of office. Interested candidates are welcome
to contact the current SMA President, Michael
Spitzer, for an informal chat
(president@sma.ac.uk).
All nominations and seconded nominations, along
with a statement of candidature should be sent to
David Bretherton (treasurer@sma.ac.uk) by noon
on Friday, 7 December 2012. E-mail ballots for the
election and statements of candidature will be
issued immediately afterwards, and voting will
close at noon on Monday, 17 December 2012, at
which point the results will be announced.
In the past, SMA members have enquired as to
whether current office holders intend to stand for
re-election, and so (without prejudice) we can
report that Kenneth Smith intends to stand for reelection as Vice-President.

Members of the Committee are expected to attend
meetings, which take place one or two times a

Congratulations
William Drabkin has taken over the editorship of
Music Analysis.
Anne Hyland was appointed temporary full-time
lecturer at Royal Holloway.
Elizabeth Eva Leach (Oxford University) won the
Renaissance Society of America's Phyllis
Goodhart Gordan Award (2012) for her book
Guillaume de Machaut: Secretary, Poet, Musician
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2011).
Shay Loya was appointed temporary full-time
lecturer at City University London.
Danuta Mirka received the 2011 Wallace Berry
Award of the Society for Music Theory (SMT) for
her book Metric Manipulations in Haydn and

Mozart: Chamber Music for Strings, 1787–1791
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2009).
Neil Newton (University of Auckland) has
completed and successfully defended his PhD
thesis 'Functional Harmony and its Relationship to
Schoenberg's Early Post-Tonal Music'. The thesis
has been fully accepted and the degree will be
conferred in a few months.
Christophe Grabowski (Royal Holloway) and SMA
member John Rink (University of Cambridge), coauthors of the 993-page Annotated Catalogue of
Chopin's First Editions (Cambridge University
Press, 2010), jointly received two international
awards: the C. B. Oldman Prize for 2011, awarded
by the International Association of Music Libraries,
Archives and Documentation Centres (IAML), and
the Vincent H. Duckles Award for 2012, given by
the Music Library Association (MLA).
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TAGS Prize Essay 2012:
Metrical Dissonance in the First Movement of
Brahms’s Piano Trio in C Major, Op. 87: Conflicts
and Non-Maximal Resolutions
by Will Bosworth
The last few decades have seen a surge of
analytical attention to issues of rhythm and metre
in the common-practice canon. At the forefront of
this renaissance are developments from the
perspective of consonance and dissonance.
These have proved especially cogent when
applied to Brahms’s oeuvre; as in the harmonic
dimension, his style proves to be both subtle and
complex. This paper explores how Brahms’s
metrical language, viewed from this perspective,
plays a vital role in formal articulation both within
and outside a movement. It also seeks to show
how seemingly diverse and confusing rhythmicmetric phenomena may be classified and related
through current theories.
The paper starts with a short introduction of
metrical dissonance, taking Harald Krebs’s 1999
book Fantasy Pieces: Metrical Dissonance in the
Music of Robert Schumann as its point of
departure. After a summary of the theory, with
some examples and a few refinements, the first
movement of Brahms’s Second Piano Trio will be
examined through this analytical lens.

Metrical Dissonance: A Brief Introduction
As already noted, the concept of metrical
dissonance is based on an analogy with
dissonance in the pitch dimension. Note that this
approach grants a certain analytical perspective
on rhythm and metre without constituting a
comprehensive structural theory of either. Instead
it is a way of conceiving certain phenomena by
hypothesising that composers might use metrical
dissonance in similar ways and to similar ends as
pitch dissonance.
The first premise is that events in music create
metrical layers. These layers operate at various
scales. Krebs divides them into three classes: the
pulse layer, micropulses, and interpretive layers.
The pulse layer is the most quickly moving regular
and pervasive series of pulses. The occasional
quicker layers, micropulses, are considered to be

colouristic embellishments. The most significant
layers are those that move slower than the pulse
layer. These are interpretive layers in the sense
that they ‘“interpret” the raw data of the pulse layer
by organizing its pulses into larger units’ (Krebs,
1999: 23).
A key point of this theory is that interpretive layers
(and thus metrical structure) are created by a wide
variety of phenomenal accentuations; the focus is
on these accents rather than the rhythmic
structure which is privileged in other theories of
metre. Dynamic accents are one obvious type of
phenomenal accent, but there are also other
factors which, in isolation or used together, may
suggest strong points in a layer: agogic accents
(long durations), contour or registral accents (high
or low points in a line), textural or density accents,
harmonic accents, ornamentation, and any type of
‘new-event accent’. Dynamic accents are perhaps
the most potent, along with harmonic accents (by
which is usually meant changes of harmony, pitch
dissonances or their resolutions); both dynamic
and harmonic accents ‘can form very clearly
perceptible layers of motion independently of
other factors.’ (ibid: 29). Harmonic accents,
though, are a slightly controversial point—there is
discussion, for instance, on the inherent metrical
accent caused by dominant-tonic motion. The
common term ‘structural downbeat’ does not
always ally with a perceived accentuation—as in
the case of the feminine cadence, for instance—
although it usually does.
The metrical layers created by these accents have
cardinality depending on the number, n, of pulses
they regularly subsume, giving an ‘n-layer’. When
these layers nest, the result is metrical
consonance. Example 1 shows metrical
consonance in a Mozart piano sonata. The pulse
level is the semiquaver. This is organised into ‘2layers’: first with a pitch dissonance (a harmonic
accent), then with contour accents and grouping.
The 2-layers are then organised into 4-layers
through harmonic accents, textural accents,
ornamentation and grouping, and then these are
organised into 16-layers through agogic accents,
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density accents, contour accents, ornamentation
(the spread chords), and bar-long grouping.

Example 1: Metrical consonance caused by nesting
metrical layers. Mozart, Piano Sonata K. 279, I, 1–2.

But layers may not be congruent, and this is when
metrical dissonance is deemed to occur. The
conceptual analogy is therefore between vertical
pitch arrangements and horizontal arrangements
of attack points. Just as a nesting of pitches (from
the lower part of the harmonic series) creates
harmonic consonance, a nesting of attack point
groups creates metrical consonance; deviations in
both dimensions create dissonance. There are
two main types of metrical dissonance:
displacement
dissonance
and
grouping
dissonance. The first occurs when layers of the
same cardinality occur out of phase with each
other. In Example 2, the bass line creates a 6layer starting on the last quaver of each bar,
emphasised with contour accents and harmonic
accents (since the change of harmony is
perceived here); this is displaced against the
consonance of the notated metre, which the right
hand supports.
Krebs notates these dissonances as D x + y: D for
displacement, x the number of pulses in both nlayers, and y the number of pulses the dissonant
layer differs by; Example 2 is a D6-1 dissonance
(1=). Note that displacement dissonance in this
theory doesn’t necessarily require different

metrical placement of the same rhythms or pitches
or the resultant feeling of a need for realignment.
This is one end of a spectrum of dissonance, and
it does happen, but it is not necessary.
Displacement dissonance in this theory requires a
regular accent which marks the beginning of a
dissonant layer—but the primary consonant layer
may still be present and accented, perhaps with
strong harmonic accents, and perhaps even in the
same stream. This issue has led to the main
critique of metrical dissonance: that overzealous
identification and exaggeration of layers
sometimes leads to the claim of a perception of
metrical dissonance beyond what is actually
experienced (see, for example, Braus 1996). But
Example 3 (overleaf) is a legitimate example of
displacement dissonance, with a displaced 6-layer
created by agogic, density and harmonic accents.
This doesn’t sound jarring in the same way as a
pitch dissonance might, but imagining the first
harmony of each bar lasting a minim and the
second a crotchet shows that Brahms’s version is
not quite as consonant as it could be. This is
where the analogy with pitch starts to lose
strength, since the line between consonance and
dissonance in the latter dimension is so much
more concrete.
The second type of metrical dissonance is
grouping dissonance, which occurs when layers of
different cardinalities conflict with each other. The
most common type of grouping dissonance is
when the cardinalities involved are multiples (or
non-integral factors) of 2 and 3, giving hemiolatype effects. Krebs notates grouping dissonances
as Gx/y—G for grouping, and x and y the
cardinalities of the conflicting layers. Example 4
(overleaf) shows a much rarer non-hemiola-type
grouping dissonance—G4/3.

Example 2: Displacement dissonance. Brahms, Intermezzo Op. 117 No. 1, 1–4.
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120–7). Another example from Brahms with a
different configuration of the two levels of hemiola
occurs in the first movement of the Second String
Quintet (Example 5b). Interestingly the cello here
creates both conflicting layers, stating the first two
hemiolic beats of the larger hemiola and then
nestling a smaller hemiola into the third big
hemiolic beat.
Example 4 (below): Indirect G4/3 grouping dissonance.
Brahms, String Quartet Op. 51 No. 2, I, 161–64.

Example 3: Displacement dissonance.
Brahms, Violin Sonata Op. 100, II, 16–19.

Example 4 prompts the distinction between
direct
dissonances—where
layers
are
superposed—and indirect dissonances, where
they are juxtaposed. The idea is that the
listener continues projecting the previous
consonant layer for a while after its cessation. The
G4/3 in Example 4 is, therefore, indirect: the 4layer was articulated before, but not at the same
time as, the 3-layer; the listener nevertheless
continues projecting a duple expectation through
at least the first few iterations of the repeated
three-note figure. This distinction is important;
without it, a paradigmatic Handelian cadential
hemiola would not be perceived as dissonant, for
example, because the triple metre is not
articulated. But with this distinction it becomes a
dissonance—an indirect one—which allies with
our perceptual experience of a temporary
instability that should resolve into what came
before (Cohn, 2002: 5).
Different types of metrical dissonance can
combine to create compound dissonances.
There are three possibilities: the combination
of
displacement
dissonances,
the
combination of grouping dissonances, and
the combination of the two different kinds.
Compound displacement dissonances are
relatively common. Compound grouping
dissonances are rare (although less so in
Brahms), but powerful. The ‘double hemiola’,
a term coined by Richard Cohn (1992) to
denote hemiolic relationships occurring at two
levels, is one such type of compound
grouping dissonance. The classic example is
bar 235 of the first movement of Brahms’s
First Violin Sonata, where the left hand is in a
state of hemiola with the right hand, and the violin
is in a state of hemiola to the left hand (Example
5a; see also Cohn, 2001: 304, and Smith, 2007:

Example 5a:
Double hemiola
between three
lines. Brahms,
Violin Sonata
Op. 78, I, 235.

Example 5b: Double hemiola, with both hemiolic
layers created in the cello part. Brahms, String
Quintet Op. 111, I, 12–13.
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Combining displacement dissonance with a
hemiola-type grouping dissonance creates what
might be called displaced hemiola. In the first
example (Example 6a) the displaced layer is in the
left hand, which anticipates the harmony of the
upcoming hemiolic beat by a quaver. In the
second example (Example 6b) the displacement
dissonance is slightly less harsh since it fits with
the harmony; density accents and contour accents
in the piano right hand nonetheless create
dissonance by giving weight to the second, fourth
and sixth quavers. Notice how the compound
dissonance is preceded by a single displacement
dissonance (D6+1) and succeeded by a grouping
dissonance (G3/2)—it forms a peak between the
two separate types of dissonance.
Example 6a: Displaced hemiola caused by harmonic
accents. Brahms, Violin Sonata Op. 108, II, 33–36.

as in the classic example of hemiola. The question
of how far the analogy runs is of course an openended one and is dependent upon the composer
under investigation, but it turns out that it works
particularly well in the case of Brahms: as
Yonatan Malin says, ‘it is not only that one finds
rhythmic processes that are analogous to tonal
processes but that the processes frequently go
together’ (Malin, 2010: 61). The dissonance
analogy is of course only one way of viewing such
rhythmic-metric processes. A slightly different
alternative is to term these phenomena ‘metrical
conflict’, as the title of this paper does. It is true
that metrical layers do often compete with each
other in a way which can be framed as conflict, as,
for example, two keys or themes may be seen to
compete with each other. But this essay takes the
stance that the dissonance analogy usually is a
better one.
Brahms’s Second Piano Trio, Op. 87, I

Example 6b: Displaced hemiola forming a peak
between two single dissonances. Brahms, Piano
Trio Op. 87, III, 68–71.

The above examples are a snapshot of the
ubiquity of metrical dissonance in Brahms’s works.
The theory is not just that metrically dissonant and
consonant layers have similar aesthetic effects to
pitch dissonances—tension and resolution,
stability and instability—but that metrical
dissonances are consciously employed by
composers to similar ends as pitch dissonances,
for expressive purposes, or for formal articulation,

The first movement of Brahms’s Second Piano
Trio will now serve as a case study. Many of the
examples above come from Brahms’s ‘high
maturity’, but while it is well known that his works
of this period are characterised by rhythmically
complex features, it does not necessarily follow
that he manipulated this complexity with the same
strategies as are found in the pitch dimension.
The following analysis will attempt to show that, at
least in this movement, this is in fact the case.
The analysis has been informed in particular by
two ideas from recent Brahms scholarship. The
first
is
Peter
Smith’s
that
‘Brahms
characteristically confirms the multivalence of his
ambiguous ideas by exploring competing
structural potentials as his compositions unfold ...
exploration of “various viewpoints” often becomes
the impetus behind a passage or even an entire
composition.’ (Smith, 2006: 58). The second idea
comes from Wayne Petty, who posited that
Brahms faced two main compositional problems
when composing a multi-movement work: ‘how to
open a work with a relatively square and tonally
closed theme yet still make that theme introduce
ideas that demand the scope and scale of a
sonata movement to come to fruition’; and ‘how to
write a movement that suits the opening position
in a multi-movement work, one that raises issues
that call forth the subsequent movements, thereby
forging a larger purpose.’ (Petty, 2003: 111).
Smith’s and Petty’s ideas are revisited in the
conclusion; the analysis first considers metrical
dissonance in the tonic statements of the main
theme throughout the movement. There are five of
these, occurring at the opening, at the end of the
expository main theme group, beginning the
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development and the recapitulation, and in the
movement’s final bars. The complexity of the
opening, however, is better understood in
hindsight, after close reading of the three middle
statements of the above five; the second
statement is therefore the first to be inspected, in
Example 7.

Example 7: The second tonic main theme statement, at
the end of the expository main theme group, with strong
(‘S’) and weak (‘W’) beats marked. Brahms, Piano Trio
Op. 87, I, 31–36.

The bars immediately preceding the thematic
return offer the first example of displaced hemiola.
Both piano and strings are in duple metre, but with
differing strong beat placement. The displaced
hemiola continues into the reprise, but both duple
lines move into the piano part; the metrical
dissonance becomes an accompaniment to the
consonant theme. Rather than being completely
lost in the compound dissonance, the listener can
appreciate a hierarchy between the three metrical
layers. In the third bar of the statement, the
grouping dissonance disappears, but the
displacement remains, diminished to D2+1.
The third statement (Example 8, overleaf), like the
second, is preceded by displaced hemiola. In this
appearance, it is, in fact, double hemiola, where
two-against-three dissonances occur at two
separate levels: between triplet and duplet
quavers, and between duple and triple metre.
(Bars 127–28 of the violin part might appear to be
in a W-S-W-S-W-S pattern through contour
accents. However, the high octaves are within the
higher pitches of the piano part, and are anyway
counteracted by the intuitive bowing and the
natural resonance of the violin open G string,
which accentuate the lower octave.)
When the ensuing theme returns after the
displaced hemiola, it is framed not in any grouping

dissonance but in a displacement dissonance;
D3+1 is created in the piano part by density and
harmonic accents on the second beat, and lack of
downbeat accentuation. Partial, but incomplete,
resolution of metrical dissonance marks the
development boundary.
The fourth statement (Example 9, overleaf) is
arguably the most interesting. For the
third time, it is preceded by displaced
hemiola, which has become a motivic
metrical dissonance signalling the main
theme return. It is made more complex
by an added D2+1 dissonance in the
right hand; an example of Walter
Frisch’s assertion that the end of the
development section ‘constitutes a
primary
location
for
metrical
displacement’ (Frisch, 1990: 156).
When the theme returns, the grouping
dissonance has disappeared, as in
the third statement, leaving a
displacement dissonance. But the really
interesting thing here is that just before
the recapitulatory boundary (marked by
the double return of theme and tonic)
are two bars which are metrically consonant. The
V-I tonal resolution across the boundary is
countered by a metrical dissolution from
consonance to dissonance, with the same twocrotchet piano figuration in both consonant and
dissonant positions, creating both linkage and
contrast.
Lastly, if (in a fairly crude motivic analysis) the
second part of the theme (the F-D-B-G tetrad) is
termed the y motive, then this is seen in different
hypermetrical alignments on either side of the
boundary. The strong-weak realignment of the
motive happens before the structural downbeat
and is in tension with its normal weak-strong
alignment immediately after—what one might call
an
indirect
hypermetrical
displacement
dissonance, again creating both linkage and
contrast across the boundary.
The first thematic statement, at the opening,
(Example 10) can now be observed with reference
to what has been seen in the central statements.
Notice the figuration of the piano part in bars 4
and 6, which presages the displacement
dissonance which frames the third and fourth
statements (Examples 8 and 9 respectively). It
also creates hemiola (which characterises the
second statement: see Example 7) through a
succession of contour, agogic and density
accents. The first-time listener, though, cannot
initially know whether to interpret this hemiola as
displaced (starting on a delayed hemiolic
downbeat) or not (starting on a hemiolic upbeat).
SMA Newsletter 10

Example 8: The third tonic main theme statement, starting the development. Brahms, Piano Trio Op. 87, I, 127–35.

Example 9: The fourth tonic main theme statement, starting the recapitulation. Brahms, Piano Trio Op. 87, I, 204–15.
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Example 10: The opening bars. Brahms, Piano Trio Op. 87, I, 1–8.

The hypermetric tension observed across the
recapitulatory boundary is also present here,
although in a guise more of ambiguity than
tension. At the beginning, the unison and the use
of A rather than G suggest the possibility of bar 1
as a hypermetrical upbeat to bar 2, with
subdominant F as tonic, which would put the y
motive in a strong-weak position. The possibility of
this displaced hypermetre continues through the
opening, with agogic accents on bars 4, 6, and 8
and lack of string downbeats in bars 5 and 7.
The first statement thus contains the kernels of all
the metrical and hypermetrical dissonance and
ambiguity that are to follow. But it is too much, of
course, for the listener to process all this at the
beginning of the piece. The opening shows a
metrical example of Brahmsian ambiguity (a
controversial topic; see, for example, Smith, 2006)
with many conflicting cues that can result in
several different hearings and interpretations;
here, though, the ambiguity is compounded by
vagueness to the point of undermining the
consistency and plausibility of any interpretation.
Yet it is notable that the first bar in itself is
unequivocal in terms of key, metre and
hypermetre. It is what immediately follows that
shakes the listener’s original (and ultimately
correct) assumptions, destabilising the beginning
(see McClelland, 2009). This retrospective
destabilisation is a feature of Brahmsian style in
both harmonic and metric dimensions; as Smith
notes, ‘paradoxically these moments of ambiguity
arise within what, we eventually realize, is an
entirely regular continuation’ (Smith, 2007: 143).
It remains to consider the fifth and final statement
(Example 11, previous page). The approach
shows the motivic displaced hemiola immediately
before the thematic return. Importantly, unlike in
the other statements, in this ultimate statement

both aspects of this dissonance—the D2+1
displacement and the hemiola—resolve at exactly
the point of main theme return, creating a sense of
conclusion through simultaneous harmonic and
metrical resolution.
However, in the final bars, the unison—in both
senses—has aspects of incompleteness. In the
harmonic dimension, the monodic unison is in
contrast to the generally rich instrumental and
harmonic texture of the movement. In terms of
metre, a direct grouping dissonance between
triplet and duplet quavers in bar 358 becomes
indirect in bars 359–60 and ends with the
displaced hemiola. Yet it has not really been
resolved as such—not in favour of either triplet or
duplet—and the ultimate thematic statement lacks
a pulse layer below the level of crotchet. Cohn
terms such a state a lack of ‘full [metrical]
consonance’ (Cohn, 1992: 8), and in this instance,
thanks to the concurrent lack of full chords in bb.
363–65, the analogy becomes all the more (if
fortuitously) concrete.
There is one further aspect to the ending, this time
at the hypermetric scale. The coda features
persistent statements of the y motive. There are
eight such statements in all—the last four shown
in Example 11—all in strong-weak configuration
within a duple hypermetre that is constant for
almost the entire coda. Yet right at the end, in the
final statement of the theme, the motive appears
to return to its original weak-strong alignment.
Thus the tension inherent in this motive, while
seemingly banished by a triumphant coda, returns
in the last—otherwise consonant—thematic
statement. The final repetition of the cadential
gesture adds to the problem, since it makes both
hypermetres equally plausible.
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Example 11: The closing bars. Brahms, Piano Trio Op. 87, I, 351–67.
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Conclusion
One of the most interesting metrical aspects of the
movement is that a specific compound
dissonance—the displaced hemiola—becomes
motivic. It articulates form in contrasting ways: in
two cases the dissonance partially resolves at the
point of thematic return; before the recapitulation,
it resolves farther in advance, blurring the
recapitulatory boundary; at the conclusive
thematic return, it fully resolves.
Returning to Smith’s idea, as quoted on p. 9, the
first movement from Op. 87 exemplifies Brahms’s
‘exploration’ of ‘the multivalent potential of
ambiguous ideas’ through metrically dissonant
reframings of the main theme. The opening
presents the pre-echoes of the various metrical
dissonances employed later in the movement,
whose conflict at the beginning results in a vague
and ambiguous sense of metre. After the different
dissonant potentials are explored in the central
thematic statements, the unison of the final
statement feels like a tune without an
accompaniment
and
has
an
ambiguous
hypermetre.
As for Petty’s two problems (see p. 9), Brahms
deals with both in the metric dimension (as well as
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Reviews Corner
Theory and Graduate Student (TAGS) Conference
Department of Music, University of Southampton, Saturday 21st April, 2012
Contributors, in order of appearance: Shay Loya (ed.), Rebecca Thumpston, Patrick Hinds,
Joseph Knowles, Tom Sayer, Jun Zubillaga-Pow, Anupam Roy and Yi Eun Chung

This year’s TAGS was every bit as international
and interesting as the last one I have attended as
committee member. Immediately after the first
session it was evident that this conference would
also be memorably sociable—was it the excellent
buffet (all hail Kirstie Hewlett, our recently elected
student rep!), a real focal point in the conference,
that did the trick? Some of this ambiance was
captured in a few photographs that I have posted
on
http://www.sma.ac.uk/2012/07/tags-2012picture-gallery/. As for the academic business, the
sheer versatility of repertoire and issues was an
almost embarrassment of riches in a one-day
conference numbering 20 papers. It is a testament
to Kenneth Smith’s organisational skills that he
managed to piece these papers together into a
well-structured programme with well-differentiated
parallel sessions, which made the choice between
them less problematic for most people. On the
downside, some sessions were poorly attended,
especially as the day wore on, which was certainly
not due to their quality but rather down to the
current popularity of some research areas as
opposed to others. But our intrepid scholars laugh
in the face of such worldly concerns. If Schenker’s
life is anything to go by, a somewhat empty room
will not dishearten anyone who knows his or her
work’s true worth. After all, marginalized by the
academic establishment of his time, Schenker
eventually received the honour of occupying the
final and only single session in TAGS 2012! And
that, one should add, was another fair
programming choice by Kenneth, given the scale
of the Schenker Project, the fact that its members
were our gracious hosts, and that this session
progressed organically into Bill Drabkin’s keynote
address. The only thing missing from this
conference was the presence of Kenneth himself:
frustratingly, he could not enjoy the fruits of his
labour, nor the appetizing conference buffet, as he
was quite sick on the day (don’t worry, he’s fine
now!). This is the place to thank him, the other
committee members, and especially David
Bretherton and his group of postgrad volunteers—

Helen MacFarlane, Alex Glyde-Bates, and Austin
Glatthorn—who all did a sterling job.
We tried something a bit different for the reviews
this year. No less than seven reviewers divided
the job between them in order to make sure every
session was covered. With little editorial
interference from me, this complete but
individuated coverage resulted, inevitably, in
something of a pot-pourris, a progression of short
vignettes and a mixture of styles. All feedbacks
are welcome, and I apologize in advance to those
who prefer their reviews more teleological and
Ursatzed. In any case, I hope you enjoy the
variety and at least get a good idea of what the
conference was about. See you next year!
Shay Loya

Session 1a: Analysing Early Music
Suzie Wilkins (University of Sussex): Performing
the Simulacrum: The Performances and ReCompositions of the Early Music Ensemble ‘Red
Priest’
Joseph Knowles (University of York): Gesualdo’s
madrigal Mercè grido piangendo—A Set-Theory
Analysis
TAGS 2012 opened with two fascinating papers
addressing modern approaches to early music.
Suzie Wilkins’s paper focused on Red Priest’s recompositional practices from 2003–10. Wilkins
explained that Red Priest occupy different subject
positions
in
performance,
foregrounding
subjectivity as an important part of their
audiences’ experience. She examined different
ways in which the ensemble alters their
performing style to enhance aesthetic experience,
for instance by foregrounding moments of musical
narrative (such as the use of Bartók pizzicato to
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enhance the ‘hunt’ in Vivaldi’s Autumn), and via
the narrativisation of absolute music (for example
the assignation of agency to instruments). While
Wilkins did not draw extensively on the music
narratology literature, her paper had resonances
with a number of key debates in this field about
the play of meanings between listener, performer,
and composer during explorations of musical
agency. Wilkins argued that Red Priest’s adoption
of performance personae demonstrates their
attempt to address the necessary mediation of an
historical text. Unlike the so-called ‘historicallyinformed’ movement, Red Priest’s solution to
questions of ‘authenticity’ is to use the
aforementioned narrative effects in combination
with the foregrounding of performance subjectivity
st
to create a new ‘text’ for a 21 century audience.
Contemporary, anachronistic musical quotations
are used to make the new text more convincing;
Wilkins highlighted a Fawlty Towers quotation,
much to the audience’s delight.
Like Red Priest’s re-composition of early music,
Joseph Knowles’s paper sought to use modern
knowledge to illuminate early music—in this case
Gesualdo’s depiction of the complaint of a lover.
After examining the limitations of traditional modal
analysis, Knowles explored the harmonic
structures in Gesualdo’s madrigal, with particular
focus on chromatic passages. Set theory, he
argued, can be used to show a complex
compositional process at work behind the
chromaticism, unavailable through more traditional
analytical means. Knowles traced his analysis
carefully through the madrigal, with precisely
selected musical examples (both visual and audio)
that helped the audience follow his sophisticated
reading of a complex underlying compositional
process driven by intervallic structure, revealing a
new facet of Gesualdo’s mastery.
Rebecca Thumpston

Session 1b: Analysing Electro-Acoustic
Music
Pedro Macedo Mendonça (University of Aveiro,
Portugal): Music, Politics, and musical analysis: A
possible
combination
in
the
acousmatic
composition Concréletra by Marcelo Carneiro
Maria
Davelou
(Aristotle
University
of
Thessaloniki,
Greece):
Auditory
Stream
Segregation and Grouping Structure: Perceptual
Organization of the Minimal Works Piano Phase
by Steve Reich and Phrygian Gates by John
Adams.

Pedro Macedo Mendonça drew on a range of
analytical methodologies to give a fascinating
reading of “Concréletra" by Marcelo Carneiro, a
piece that juxtaposes Che Guevara speeches with
an atonal musical background. Drawing on James
Gibson’s ecological theory, Pedro gave a detailed
analysis of ‘acousmatic’ atonal music. It is to
Mendonça’s credit that his reading managed to
make sense of music that purports to focus our
attention on pure sound irrespective of which
acoustic or electronic agent produces it (hence
‘acousmatic’), using core ecological theory
principles such as the specification of virtual
space and the relationship between perceiver and
environment. Such unconventional analytical
methods were not confined to formal analysis.
Indeed, they led to the conclusion that Che
Guevara’s speech, typically interpreted as a
discourse on oppression, becomes expressive of
freedom in Marcelo Carneiro’s musical context.
This paper deftly illustrated music’s ability to
promote different perspectives on lingual
meaning, although perhaps if Pedro had more
time he may have given a little more detail about
how the respective analytical models cited cohere
on a theoretical level.
Maria Davelou’s insightful and highly methodical
paper looked at two challenging minimalist pieces.
She invoked a litany of analytical concepts from
formal to psychological, dissecting the chosen
works with tools such as voice separation, Gestalt
principles,
auditory
grouping
and
even
neurological research. With the use of instructive
visual aids the speaker approached the various
musical elements, explicating auditory streams,
voice separation and rhythmic themes and
groups. The various theoretical models were
employed to illuminate listener phenomenology,
such as the sense of closure, which does not
come about through conventional means in these
pieces: Davelou gave a neuroscientific account of
closure as related to intensity of brain activity. Her
exploration of polyrhythms through the asymmetry
of rhythmic auditory streams and of the
palindromic nature of some of the rhythmic
themes were two other notable points of interest.
The analysis was certainly rigorous and detailed,
though its focus on music's strictly formal and
subconsciously perceived aspects left some
stones unturned—issues pertaining to narrative,
content, context, and so on—which is all good
news for future research.
Patrick Hinds
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Session 2a: Other Beethovens
Anupam Roy (Goldsmiths, University of London):
The (an)other hero: Different strains of the ‘heroic’
in the music of Beethoven’s Middle Period
Jun Zubillaga-Pow (King’s College, London):
Agawu, Clarke and Spitzer: Towards a
Psychoanalytic Perception of Beethoven’s Op.
132
Although this session concentrated only on the
music of Beethoven, it became quickly apparent
that there would be a lot of variety within the hour.
Anupam Roy made vibrant use of PowerPoint to
confidently deliver a paper on the contrasting
strains of heroicism in Beethoven’s middle period.
Moving away from the conventional hero of the
fifth symphony, Roy explored more subtle types of
hero in a large selection of music from
Beethoven’s middle period: the hero as the
overcomer of suffering (an allusion to Beethoven’s
own hearing loss), or he who Orpheus-like keeps
two strongly opposing forces at bay, taming the
wild beats in the second movement of the Fourth
Piano Concerto. Concentrating not only on
musical sources, Roy also drew on heroic literary
references
from
Shelly,
Coleridge
and
Wordsworth to demonstrate how, for example in
the lyrical passages of his Violin Concerto,
Beethoven creates a solo persona that, like a
Shelleyan Skylark, builds bonds of sympathy with
his peers.
After a productive discussion, Jun Zubillaga-Pow
provided a complete contrast to the vast collection
of works discussed by Roy by focusing only on a
few bars from Beethoven’s late period in his
paper. He set himself the impressive task of
describing the different methodologies of
discursive analyses devised and practiced in the
twentieth century and their utilization within the
post-structural application of psychoanalysis. In
order to combine the topical, ecological and
metaphorical works of Agawu, Clarke and Spitzer,
Zubillaga-Pow devised a psychological act he
calls ‘imaginary and symbolic’ listening. Without
the aid of PowerPoint, he eloquently revisited and
reassessed how the Lacanian discourse on
classical music has been understood, leading to
his close reading of a few bars through which he
examined contrasting methodologies. He finally
returned to Agawu, Clarke and Spitzer to confirm
his thesis of ‘imaginary and symbolic listening’
based on Lacan’s theories of the unconscious.
Both papers were well received and the lively
discussion that followed could only be stopped by
lunch.

Session 2b: Russian
Twentieth Century

Music

of

the

Chien-Jung, Li (Graduate Institute of Musicology,
National Taiwan University): Progression in the
First Tableau of Stravinsky’s Petrushka
Olga Sologub (University of Manchester): Largescale structure in Sergei Prokofiev’s Piano Sonata
No. 8 in B-flat.
The two abstracts of this session promised
thoughtful and well-researched papers: they did
not disappoint. Li Chien-Jung presented a
scientific methodology that was more than
matched by her precise delivery. The point of the
paper was to tackle two opposing analytical
approaches to Petrushka (and Stravinsky works of
the same period in general), one emphasizing
fragmentation the other coherence and continuity.
Chien-Jung reinforced the latter approach from a
fresh angle: instead of focusing on pitch
structures, she divided the music into what she
called ‘cellular groupings’, a hierarchical order
arranged according to parameters of rhythm and
metre. The examples given in the presentation
were very detailed and articulated her theory very
well, however, the data was at times
overwhelming and one can only look forward to
the published version when all of this detail can be
digested at leisure.
Olga Sologub’s paper on large-scale structures in
Prokoffiev’s music was itself well structured, with
the intended outcomes of the research clear from
the start. After briefly introducing the three
movements of the Sonata no. 8 and the context of
its composition, Olga used her hand-out to work
through the keys implied (if not realized)
throughout the three movements. Her basically
neo-Riemannian reading of the background
challenged a simplistic application of classical
forms and formal processes to Prokoffiev’s music.
What I have found personally interesting here is
that the results of this analysis could be potentially
applied beyond musicology and music theory to
composition too—obviously not by using the same
chords and key signatures but by thinking about
the application of such structures outside the
traditions of sonata or rondo forms. Olga’s broader
knowledge of her PhD research was also evident
in the expert replies she gave during the
discussion.
Tom Sayer

Joseph Knowles
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Session 3a: Analysis of Time & Rhythm

homometrics, heterometrics and polymetrics may
be of some further use. Just a thought.

Yi Eun Chung (University of Cambridge): ReReading Schubert's Goethe: Multi-layered Time
and Cross-Referentiality in Schubert's Op. 3

Jun Zubillaga-Pow

Will Bosworth (University of Birmingham):
Metrical Dissonance in the First Movement of
Brahms’s Piano Trio in C Major, Op. 87: Conflicts
and Non-Maximal Resolutions

Session 3b: Analysis of Music and the
Moving Image

Opening a session that ostensibly concentrated
on the temporal and rhythmic musical parameters,
Yi Eun Chung’s paper was actually about how four
Lieder—all set to poems by Goethe but composed
at different times—formed a coherent textual
(poetic) and musical narrative throughout what
Schubert decided to publish as his Op. 3. He
substantiates this thesis with both historical and
semiotic analyses, and also provided proof that it
was Schubert himself who ordered the songs—an
uncommon example of authorial control in an age
of Lieder commodification. Chung further
suggested that Schubert’s music re-reads the
content of the poems with metaphorical
schematics and harmonic grammar that
reinterprets and even oversteps Goethe’s original
meaning, and it is through this that the previous
absence of musical unity was transformed into a
coherent song cycle. Given the historical lack of
any precedence, not even by Beethoven,
Schubert’s compositional and artistic vision
appears to be particularly bold and historically
significant.
Will Bosworth analysed the rhythmic intricacies of
Brahms’s music with the concept of ‘metrical
dissonance’ and illustrated his theory impressively
with the first movement of Brahms’s Second Piano
Trio. He first laid out the various taxonomies of
rhythmic organisation, metrical accents and
stratifications, such as the pulse layer, the
micropulses and the interpretative layers, which
move at various speeds and organizational logic.
Next, he provided numerous instances of metrical
consonances and dissonances in the music of
Mozart and Brahms respectively. These include:
displacement dissonance, which uses additive
integers; grouping dissonance, exemplified by the
hemiola; and compound dissonance, which is a
combination of the former two and which
Bosworth hears as a rare but powerful musical
rhetoric. Correspondingly, Bosworth applied his
systematic theory to the analysis of metrical
dissonances with five statements of the main
theme in the opening movement of Brahms’s
Piano Trio Op. 87.
Post-presentation Q&A
brought out the complications in applying a loaded
pitch-related term to metre. Listening to the paper
I thought that perhaps neologisms such as

Vivien Leanne Saunders (University of
Lancaster): Analysing Multimedia Dissonance in
Film
Tom Charles Sayer (University of Bangor):
Following its Inception: The symbiosis of film and
music in Memento
Focusing on the interaction between image, music
and sound effects, Vivien Leanne Saunders’s
theoretical model gave a penetrating insight into
the role of music in avant-garde film. Although the
interpretation of any film and its music, Saunders
argued, is essentially subjective, models from
numerous authors such as Cook, Tagg and
LaRue converge in important ways that suggest
an objective or at least consensual modes of
perception. Saunders emphasized the frequent
contradictory relation between music and image,
furnishing us with the concepts ‘Conformance’ and
‘Contestation’, which refer respectfully to the
music’s potential to be either coherent or at odds
with the film. Drawing on these, and providing a
fair degree of reasoned critique, Saunders
constructed her own model. This is clearly an
ambitious and effective model, although the short
time limit prevented more detailed discussion of
how the model can be applied to particular case
studies.
As film has evolved, new production techniques
have produced new challenges to analysts,
beyond the scope of conventional models. Tom
Charles Sayer’s paper postulated that existing
theoretical models are somewhat outdated and
definitely imprecise, incapable of achieving the
degree of detail necessary for an effective
response to new developments in contemporary
film. Through a study of the film Memento, Sayer
pointed out the often implicit nature of music’s
meaning, and its function as a temporal ‘anchor’
that acts both with and against the film’s narrative.
A close analysis shed light on particular musical
effects such as a conservative use of melody
helping portray a sense of loss, and capacity of
musical themes to refer to previous narrative
concepts. The ambition and effectiveness of the
offered model was impressive, although Sayer’s
account never departed from the conceptual
content of the narrative. It will be interesting to see
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whether Sayer’s PhD thesis will also include the
purely aesthetic quality of music and image in film.
Patrick Hinds

Session
Agency

4a:

Analysis,

Ontologies

&

Jonathan Lewis (Royal Holloway): Beyond
Essence, The Given and Determinacy ... In Fact,
Beyond the Philosophy of Music!
Patrick Hinds (University of Surrey): On Music’s
Nonconceptual Ontology: Beyond Objects
Rebecca Thumpston (University of Keele):
Bodies at Play: Agency in Elgar’s Cello Concerto
Jonathan Lewis presented a critical overview of
current music philosophy. He compared and
contrasted various musical ontologies from the
automania of Aaron Ridley to the purism of David
Coopers, alongside formalist and essentialist
schools of thought. Lewis swiftly moved on to the
role of the philosopher, who relies on a system of
precepts and propositions to clarify the meaning of
music. He particularly criticized a reductive
approach to music that was intellectually
subordinate to linguistic models of meaning
(music is not only a language), and proposed a
general philosophical approach that is at once
more metaphysical and more practically grounded
as an ‘unfinished event’ (borrowing Gadamer’s
concept) within cultural, historical and social
contexts. The discussion that ensued came back
to the point of intellectual and disciplinary
hierarchies: why must a philosophical approach to
music flatten its most musical aspects, and how
can
a
music-specific
perspective
inform
philosophy or, indeed, other disciplines in the
humanities? Lewis’s paper seemed to be at the
starting point of giving that last question serious
consideration.
Patrick Hinds seemed to assault the very idea of
musical representation, which has traditionally
allowed an interdisciplinary exploration of music,
as well as musical styles that aesthetically
declared
themselves
as
representational
(programme music, national music and so on). He
offered to study music as a non-conceptual
phenomenon or ‘qualia’ that eludes objectification,
and basically offered a modern reading of music
that, against current fashions, is related to
Hanslick’s ‘absolute music’, yet goes through
more current thinking about consciousness and
experience. The stunned silence that followed this
talk was possibly the result of the audience still

digesting ideas that were new and concepts that
were by no means familiar to all. A discussion
followed eventually, but did not pick up on the
main points of the speaker. It is generally a
problem in conferences that when presenting a
difficult subject one must always decide between
rigour and accessibility. Here a bit more
accessibility would not have been amiss.
Rebecca Thumpston’s paper examined musical
agency in performance through a single rising
scale at b. 32 in Elgar’s famous cello concerto.
She situated musical agency within the discourse
of music narratology, and her interpretation of the
concerto involved specifically the idea of ‘intraagency’—a fluid location of musical agency
between work, performer and listener—as an
important means to narrative interpretation.
Examining the contour of an ascending scale and
its temporal execution, we all got a sense that
something quite intricate was happening in the
tense reaction between soloist/orchestra and
performers/audiences. The personifying, mimetic
aspect of this scale was further highlighted by
Thumpston’s reference to Arnie Cox’s mimetic
hypothesis that describes ‘how music becomes
internalized into the bodies and minds of listeners’
(MTO 17/2, 2011). By transferring Cone’s idea of
‘expressive potential’ onto the performer’s action,
Thumpston further showed how musical intraagency lies in between the work and the
subjective consciousness of the performer or
listener. The paper was followed by an interesting
response from William Drabkin, who argued that,
in relation to the theme that has come before it,
the scale stretches far beyond its likely endpoint,
as if a standard exercise in string playing were
suddenly thrust into a symphonic score, changing
the focus from ‘the music’ to ‘the musician’. In
other words, we can already find the origins of a
performance tradition and audience experience in
the score, i.e. in a deliberate, and perhaps
exaggerated and unique compositional gesture.
Nevertheless, Thumpston undoubtedly has other
fine examples to demonstrate intra-agency: and
let us stress, this one did a good job at illustrating
her meaning.
Jun Zubillaga-Pow and Shay Loya

Session 4b: Cycles & Fragments
Andrew Earnshaw (University of Liverpool): The
Kick Inside: ‘Groundless’ Cycles and Unattained
Aspirations in Kate Bush’s Wuthering Heights
Lucy Cradduck (The Open University): Rubbra’s
Homage to Teilhard de Chardin
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Martin Scheuregger (University of York):
Destination, path, hesitation: issues of scale,
structure and unity in György Kurtág's Kafka
Fragments
This session started with Andrew Earnshaw
providing a fresh insight into Kate Bush’s 1978
song ‘Wuthering Heights’. In his paper ‘The Kick
Inside: ‘Groundless Cycles and Unattained
Aspirations in Kate Bush’s Wuthering Heights’,
Earnshaw drew on the duality of the keys in
response to Nicky Losseff’s article on the song
(Popular Music 18, 1999: 227-40). He argued that
the seemingly perpetual putting off of Cathy’s
homecoming is mirrored aptly by the tonic key
failing to inject the sense of security expected of it.
The stability envisaged is never found, as the
hexatonic consonant
becomes the least
consonant of all chords, providing a sense of
groundlessness that thwarts Cathy’s desire to
finally find home. Her longings are teased by the
harmony, offering only glimpses of what the
fulfillment that she longed for could be like.
Cathy’s journey is reflected through changes in
tonality, but the D flat (the putative ‘home’ key) is
never achieved convincingly—evidently, the goal
is not just to reach home, but to inhabit or possess
it fully.
Next Lucy Cradduck presented ‘Rubbra’s Homage
to Teilhard de Chardin’. Cradduck’s PhD research
focuses on spirituality in the music of Edmund
Rubbra, and this paper drew attention to some of
the ways in which the composer upholds in his
Eighth Symphony the ideas behind the writings of
French Jesuit geologist and palæontologist
Teilhard de Chardin and his threefold concept of
the universe: cosmogenesis (the universe as
continual
and
dynamic),
noogenesis
(consciousness
and
reflection),
and
Christogenesis (convergence towards an Omega
that Teilhard identifies with Christ). Rubbra’s
enthusiasm for the above—which Ursula King
refers to as ‘a synthesis of circle and straight
line’—is reflected in his subtle ‘convergence’ of
intervals and keys across the movements of the
Symphony. The principal interval, that of the
fourth, between the E flat and the A flat is thus
compressed to the third between E natural and G;
and subsequently, this third (G to B) is constricted
further into a second (A flat to B flat). It creates a
feeling of lopsided symmetry, a spiral
convergence towards the Omega.
The final paper of the session, given by Martin
Scheuregger, demonstrated how the forty (!)
disparate movements that make up György
Kurtág's hour-long Kafka Fragments, scored for
only violin and soprano, cohere as ‘a single,
flowing work’. Each movement provides a bigger

picture yet of the piece, recontextualizing what
has come before, thereby driving towards the
notion of the whole—Kurtág’s ‘pure’ and ‘closed
circle’. The individual fragments may range in
duration from a few seconds to seven minutes, but
nevertheless they reveal a sense of structural
unity, as the longer movements are placed at key
junctures, providing the pillars of stability for the
otherwise apparently idiosyncratic fragmentary
form. Although fragmentation lies at the core of
the entire structure, the idea of unity seems to
grow as the music progresses and as the violin,
especially in its use of open strings, provides a
sense of chromatically inflected consonance, the
dissonance only arising almost as a by-product.
The end result is thus an illuminating and
instructive series of partial revelations, each
providing an essential window towards the
ultimate portrayal of the whole.
Anupam Roy

Session 5: Schenker Documents Panel
Kirstie Hewlett (University of Southampton):
Music Analysis as a Political Act: Heinrich
Schenker and the Expression of Austro-German
National Identity
Georg Burgstaller (University of Southampton):
‘A corner-shop for democratic phrases’: political
subtexts in Heinrich Schenker’s polemics against
Paul Bekker, 1913-1922
After a day of parallel sessions, all attendees were
brought together in the “Schenker Documents
Panel”. The discussion in this session on
“historical” Schenker was naturally continued in
the subsequent keynote address by Prof. William
Drabkin. Here the delegates were invited to learn
about the professional and personal world of
Heinrich Schenker, a seminal figure whose
theories came to dominate Anglophone music
analysis a few decades after his death. Thanks to
research on ideological and socio-historical
aspects of Schenker’s thought, as well as the
output of the Schenker Documents Online Project,
we are now able to see the demystified Schenker,
placing him in the Viennese cultural milieu of the
early twentieth century. Two papers presented in
this session constituted such attempts to
historicize Schenker as a cultural figure, who still
has a tremendous influence on analytical thought.
The first paper of the session by Kirstie Hewlett
made an excellent introduction to the most
provocative elements of Schenker’s writings. The
process of ‘Americanisation of Schenker’s theory’,
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in which Schenker’s nationalistic comments were
completely omitted in the English translations of
his writings after the Second World War,
questions our own perceptions about him in the
past decades and reminded us to historicize him.
From such sanitized and erased history, the
presenter attempted to grasp the background to
Schenker’s value judgements through the
exploration of his private documents. Schenker’s
discriminatory view on nationality of performer and
folk music drew special attention and debate from
the floor.
Subsequently, Georg Burgstaller’s paper on
Schenker’s polemics against Paul Bekker
explored unpublished sources from the archive in
order to explain his relationship with Paul Bekker,
an important critic of the early twentieth century,
who like Schenker was of Jewish descent. The
presenter
convincingly
conveyed
the
epistemological chasm between these two
polemicists. Bekker’s sociologically orientated
view of musical form as a function of the energetic
interaction between the productive artist and
society could not help but conflict with Schenker’s
thought about the ‘autonomous aristocracy of
genius’. And this fundamental difference between
two critics was effectively presented in the careful
selection of excerpts that highlighted the root
cause of the mutual criticism between Schenker
and Bekker. Lastly, Burgstaller raised the
possibility that the different courses these two
critics had taken as Jewish intellectuals in the
charged anti-Semitic atmosphere of their time,
may explain Schenker’s puzzling anti-Semitic
criticisms against Bekker.
Yi Eun Chung

Keynote address:
William Drabkin (University of Southampton):
‘Schenker’s Army: Defending the Fundamental
Line of Mozart’s G minor Symphony’
Professor William Drabkin’s keynote followed
seamlessly from Kirstie Hewlett and Georg
Burgstaller’s papers in the Schenker Documents

Panel. Drabkin’s paper focused on Schenker’s
response to an article ‘Über die Urlinie’
[Concerning the Fundamental Line] written by
Walter Riezler and published in the monthly
journal Die Musik. The article in question critiqued
Schenker’s lengthy essay on Mozart’s Symphony
in G minor K. 550, published three years
previously in the second volume of Das
Meisterwerk in der Musik (1927).
Drabkin noted that while Schenker did not
respond personally to Riezler’s attack on his
methods, he encouraged a number of his pupils to
do so, the article having ‘touched a wrong nerve’.
Riezler’s article accused Schenker of losing
artistic connection with the foreground. Almost
immediately, pupils such as Robert Brünauer and
Angi Elias came to his defence. Brünauer argued
that Riezler was not sufficiently skilled as a
musician to perceive the Urlinie, while Elias’s
response (preserved in the New York public
library) commented on Riezler’s ‘unfortunate
temerity to doubt the worth of Schenker’s
discovery of the Urlinie’. Elias responded, in
Drabkin’s words, in a tone that was ‘firm but free
from scorn’.
Drabkin’s talk shed light on responses to
Schenker’s theories in his own time. For instance,
Drabkin gave the example of Moriz Violin, an old
friend of Schenker who confessed to finding the
post-1924 analyses difficult to comprehend.
Indeed, Violin’s own attempts at middleground
graphing can, in Drabkin’s words, ‘at best be
described as naïve’. This leads us to understand
that, without Schenker’s personal intervention and
willingness to interpret and promote his own works
at a time when Schenkerians (apart from himself)
were truly scarce, more of his theory would be left
unread
and
misunderstood.
Drabkin’s
presentation was enlivened with a ‘show and tell’
element in which a number of first editions were
passed around, bringing the historical element of
the presentation to life—a fitting end to a
successful conference.
Rebecca Thumpston
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A Cerebration of Analysis: Double Anniversary Symposium
Institute of Musical Research, Senate House, London, 21– 22 September, 2012

‘Every time I hear music, whether in my
imagination or through my senses, I
begin anew to question all that I know, all
that I am. Such questioning automatically
enforces the participation of all one’s
intellectual faculties, which are thus
made stronger by each new experience.’
René Leibowitz, preface to Schoenberg and
His School: the Contemporary Stage of the
Language of Music, trans. Dike Newlin (New
York: Da Capo Press, 1970), p. ix.

There was a time, perhaps when Arnold Whittall
and Jonathan Dunsby first conceived of a journal
dedicated to the analysis of music, when to ‘do’
analysis was considered not only a worthwhile
and even attractively transgressive activity, but
also a clearly defined pursuit; there was a good
deal of music to analyse, and no shortage of
scholars whose research into ‘how it works’ would
fill the pages of the newly inaugurated Music
Analysis. Thirty years later, for those gathered in
the imposing environs of Senate House at the
Institute of Musical Research for the double
anniversary celebrating thirty years of Music
st
Analysis and the Society for Music Analysis’ 21
birthday, the distance which the discipline (and its
disciples) had travelled, and the extent to which
the aims of the journal and the society have
matured and developed during their lives thus far
was in clear view. To refer to a diversity of
methodological approaches, or to a broad
spectrum of repertoire hardly does justice to the
ways in which musical analysis was represented
during the two days of contributions by 15
international scholars from 14 institutions across
Europe and the USA. At the centre of this
impressive array was a collectivity that might best
be described, as in Leibowitz’s preface, as a state
of mind propelled by a simultaneous questioning
of, and intellectual participation in all that music
offers. And, just like Leibowitz, the analysts who
spoke at the event did so from the perspective of
the imagined or cerebral (score- and sketch-based
music) to the arena of the sensual or corporeal
(performed, improvised, and recorded music).
This bilateral engagement with the musical
experience, both imagined and heard, written and
improvised, was a highlight of the meeting for this
reviewer, and certainly something worth
celebrating.

The symposium’s two keynote addresses
epitomise this. Richard Cohn adopted a
performer-based approach to explaining the
metrical ambiguities in the passage towards the
reprise of the theme in Beethoven’s Für Elise in
order to show how the analyst can shape the
performer’s (in this case an eight-year-old child)
internal representation of a piece, if not how she
plays it. In presenting an array of alternative
realisations of the passage involving what he
termed ‘thinkos’ (in contradistinction to accidental
technical mistakes analogous to ‘typos’—one by
Schnabel who plays the D©–E an extra time, one
by Brendel who omits one) Cohn raised questions
as to the role of metre as a form-shaping element
in performance, as well as during the
compositional process, and addressed analysis’
urge to explain (away) ambiguity. (One wonders
what a similar approach to bars 34–5 of the first
movement of Schubert’s D960 would elucidate.)
Jonathan Dunsby’s address on Saturday
afternoon entered the more cerebral world of
music in a rich engagement with the nature of
vocality, and its expression in nineteenth-century
Lieder through a reading of songs by Schubert
and Debussy. Dunsby’s examination of the musicanalytic context of vocality and how we might
understand it, drew on a number of sources from
Barthes and Stainer to Adorno, and engaged most
directly with Lawrence Zbikowski’s idea of
‘conceptual blending’, but the point of the
presentation was not to close the book on this
elusive concept, but rather to reignite interest in
the challenges it presents to analysts. As such, it
was a fittingly open-ended final statement to the
formal proceedings.
But, to return to the first day of the Cerebration
which
opened
with
a
special
session
foregrounding the work of Schenker Documents
On[and off-]line, chaired and introduced by Ian
Bent via a discussion of one of Hans Weiser’s
lesson books. John Koslovsky spun an intriguing
tale of the intense relationship between Schenker
and his ‘distant pen pal’ and advocate, Walter
Dahms, through an exploration of Dahms’
correspondence with Schenker (Schenker’s letters
to Dahms, unfortunately, do not survive). The
extent to which Dahms helped to shape
Schenker’s ideologies, not by artistic influence,
but a decidedly political and ideological one, was
illuminated expertly and sensitively by Koslovsky.
If Dahms was one of Schenker’s high-ranking
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generals, then Bill Drabkin’s paper marshalled the
foot soldiers, namely Robert Brünauer and
Angelika Elias, two of Schenker’s less-familiar
pupils who wrote refutations to Walter Riezler’s
‘Über die Urlinie’ (Die Musik, 1930) in which
Riezler attacks the concept of the Urlinie as it
pertained to Mozart’s G minor Symphony.
Although neither of the reposts was ever
published, by bringing them to light against the
backdrop of Riezler’s attack, Drabkin gave us a
privileged glimpse at the almost immediate
reception of Schenker’s concept of structure.
Elias’ work with Schenker on Beethoven’s
‘Hammerklavier’ sonata formed the basis of
Nicholas
Marston’s
detailed
account
of
‘Dynamische Fälschung’ in the Op.106 Trio; the
first paper in the session to engage wholly with
Schenker’s analytical work. By drawing our
attention to instances where the goal tone is
undercut by dynamics and rhythm, and thus
compromised both metrically and dynamically,
Marston began to piece together a clearer image
of Schenker’s rather uncharacteristic approach to
the Trio in these sketches, and brought life to this
skeletal ‘torso’ inviting us to, as he put it, ‘listen
with Schenker’.

formalism and hermeneutics in Edward Venn’s
impressively presented case study of musical
vagueness in Knussen’s Ophelia Dances which
raised questions about the nature of musical
meaning. In exploring the identity/non-identity of
Knussen’s quotation of Schumann’s Carnaval in
Book 1 of this work, Venn challenged our existing
analytical models which so often sidestep,
oversimplify or misrepresent such liminal cases,
and called for a contextual framework within which
we can better understand the workings of this
music. Nicholas Reyland addressed a similarly
‘problematic’ area for analysis: the trope of disnarration (or narrative negation) in the music of
Lutosławski (introduced via Beethoven), in a
paper which looked at the familiar concept of
teleology from a Modernist perspective. In a
nuanced and suggestive reading of the aesthetic
emotions in the four movements of Bach’s Sonata
for Unaccompanied Violin in G minor from the
viewpoint of emotion theory, Michael Spitzer ably
demonstrated the ways that Bach’s musical
material itself is suggestive of emotion, even
before being realised in performance. His
provocative use of emoticons was surely a first for
an academic paper of this kind!

The second session brought together three very
different contributions, which nonetheless shared
with the previous an attentiveness to historical
responsibility
in
analysis.
Danuta
Mirka
approached theory in practice by exploring
Haydn’s play on the metrical placement of
consonance and dissonance in cadential six-four
chords, and Elizabeth Eva Leach, in a vibrantly
critical engagement with the language of gender in
two songs by Machaut, raised questions regarding
listening and interpretive strategies for music for
which such a small amount of data is available.
Julian Horton shook the foundations of empiricist
tendencies in recent formal theory by examining
their implications for an understanding of
nineteenth-century formal syntax
via
an
exploration of the post-classical medial caesura
(MC) in the music of Beethoven, Schubert,
Mendelssohn and Brahms. By mapping out the
chronological distribution of MC ‘deformations’ in
these
composers’
first-movement
sonata
expositions across all chamber genres, and
analysing this within the context of each
composer’s own ‘normative’ procedures, Horton
advocated an approach to form which takes as its
starting point a multiplicity of ‘micro histories’,
rather than a universal theory of form, arguing, in
answer to Hume, that we can never ‘know more
than we know’.

Conversely, performance and recording were the
focus of the final session, headed by Daniel
Leech-Wilkinson who examined the expressive
qualities of Chopin’s ‘Berceuse’ as realised in
Alfred Cortot’s 1920 recording of the work. LeechWilkinson analysed the disjunction between
Cortot’s matching of rubato and melodic direction,
making the music breath in a strikingly human
way, and the intentional and mechanistic effort
behind this apparently beautiful, spontaneous
surface. The listening analysts in the audience
could not but be moved by the way in which this
performance suggested a re-imagining of a
familiar work. Adam Ockelford took us from the
perspective of listeners (ideal or otherwise) to
active participants in his fascinating examination
of the practical application of musical analysis to
music psychology. His examples, taken from
music classes with children with special needs,
explored the notion of influence in improvised
musical interactions, and demonstrated how
‘Zygonic’ theory can be used to gauge
intentionality and musical engagement in social
contexts.

The extent to which analysis has, and continues to
evolve, was ever-present during the second day’s
proceedings which saw the amalgamation of

The Cerebration was also, of course, a celebration
of the SMA and its flagship journal, and to this end
the first day was capped by a series of highspirited toasts and a ceremonial ‘cutting of the
cake’ by William Drabkin and Michael Spitzer,
before culminating in a thought-provoking and
witheringly honest address, ‘Is Music Analysis
History?’, delivered by Arnold Whittall. The
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presence of a number of the inaugural editors and
contributors to the first issue of Music Analysis
gave the event a special significance, which was
reflected in the heartfelt comments (over-)heard
throughout the weekend. Kenneth Smith is to be
rapturously applauded for his impeccable
organisation of this highly successful event, not to
mention his genial demeanour and (occasional)
side-splitting comments from the podium. Sincere
thanks are due also to Paul Archbold and the IMR
for hosting the event, and to Michael Spitzer (our
‘caped crusader’), for conceiving of it.
Although this review has attempted to illuminate
the special contributions made by the speakers at
this event, the Cerebration was, inevitably, more
than the sum of its parts. The final discussion,
initiated by Julian Horton’s provocative assertion
that ‘music analysis is dead…or at least,
terminally ill’ brought together some prevailing
thoughts on the nature of analysis, and its
continually challenging future, and it is on these
that I wish to conclude. If the increasing plurality of
the discipline has, in the recent past, rendered
traditional analysis less attractive than it once
was, and the pressure to show the impact of our
work in non-academic contexts (by teaching the
basic skills and mechanisms of music theory, for
instance) has derailed our once research-driven
field, these are challenges that the discipline of
analysis is willing, and able, to face. Mindful of
these pressures, analysis is constantly adapting,
and opening outwards to new areas of exploration

without sacrificing what it fundamentally is; recent
articles in Music Analysis clearly reflect this
progression. To quote Jonathan Dunsby’s editorial
in the inaugural issue of the journal (1982) to this
end: ‘Music Analysis will […] be shaped by the
pulls of its contributors, pulls which will often be in
opposite directions’ (Music Analysis, I/i, 1982,
p.8). Consequently, the impulse to musical inquiry,
and the urge to question and to engage with
music with that sense of rigour which has always
been associated with analysis (however different it
might appear to us now) is—thirty years on—still
alive and kicking.
There is no reason why the pluralisation of the
discipline necessarily has to take place at the
expense of more traditional approaches, and there
is no need to fear coercion into studying music in
any particular way; it would be a greater shame
for the discipline if this were the case. There are
still countless areas to be tapped, a lot of music
which calls for engagement, and a great many
composers to be discovered and discussed; if
music analysis rises to this challenge, then, as an
analyst writing at the same age as the journal this
event celebrates, I am certain that it has a bright,
and prolonged future.
Anne Hyland
An additional review by Neil Newton is forthcoming on
www.sma.ac.uk.

A Cerebration of Analysis: The Conference Programme
Friday, 21 September 2012, Morning
Special Session: Schenker Documents
Online
Chair: Ian Bent (Columbia University and
University of Cambridge)
John Koslovsky (Amsterdam Conservatory
of Music/Utrecht University): ‘Distant Pen
Pals: The Dahms-Schenker Correspondence’
William Drabkin (University of
Southampton): ‘Schenker’s Army: Defending
the Fundamental Line of Mozart’s G minor
Symphony’

Understanding of the Second-Movement Trio
of Beethoven’s “Hammerklavier” Sonata’
Afternoon
Julian Horton (University College Dublin):
‘Theory, Empiricism and the Analysis of
Nineteenth-Century Sonata Forms’
Danuta Mirka (University of Southampton):
‘The Mystery of the Cadential Six-Four’
Elizabeth Eva Leach (University of Oxford):
‘Lacan, Courtly Love, and Distributed
Cognition: some Analytical Perspectives on
Machaut’

Nicholas Marston (University of Cambridge):
‘Dynamische Fälschung: Schenker’s
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Evening
Afternoon
Keynote: Richard Cohn (Yale University)
‘Metrical Form and Musical Performance’
Wine reception; Arnold Whittall’s preprandial speech (see overleaf); Dinner

Saturday 22 September, Morning

Edward Venn (University of Lancaster)
‘(Dis)Locating Meaning in Oliver Knussen’s
Ophelia Dances’
Nick Reyland (Keele University)
‘Telling Tales about Musical Meaning’
Michael Spitzer (University of Liverpool)
‘From Passion to Emotion: Bach’s Sonata for
Unaccompanied Violin in G minor’

Daniel Leech-Wilkinson (King’s College
London)
‘Cortot’s Music Box’
Adam Ockelford (University of Roehampton)
‘Applying Musicology: Using Zygonic Theory
to Analyse Perceived Influence in Improvised
Musical Interactions with Children with
Special Needs’
Late Afternoon
Keynote: Jonathan Dunsby (Eastman
School of Music) ‘Vocality Revisited: Words
By Way of Music’

General Discussion

A Newsletter Special: Arnold Whittall’s ‘Cerebration’ Speech
Friday, 21 September 2012, ca. 6 pm

Is Music Analysis History?
Thinking long and hard about this evening, I
decided two things. First: that I’d write a script, if
only to put your minds at rest about length.
Second: that I would dignify this just-about 15minute discourse with a title that takes the form of
a four-word question—‘Is music analysis history?’
If we italicise my second and third words the
question has an obvious answer: no. One of the
reasons we’re here tonight is that the journal
Music Analysis has survived for thirty years—and
I, along with several members of the original
editorial board, have (more or less) survived as
well. But if we think of music analysis not as a
publication but as an academic subject,
formulating a plausible answer to my question is
less straightforward: and that’s because other
questions get in the way. What follows looks at
just some of those questions.
It’s easy enough to demonstrate that I’m not
exactly the first theorist to propose linking music
analysis to music history. For example, in a
recent volume, subtitled ‘Essays in Musical

Criticism after Adorno’, and published with a
praise quote from our president, Murray Dineen
proclaims that ‘the suitability of musical materials
for composition is determined by history, and a
composer cannot help but compose under
historical influence’. That must mean that the
analysis of those compositional materials can
scarcely avoid an historical dimension: and this
association between analysis and history turns out
to be central to Dineen’s attempt to resist the
seductive simplicity of allowing what he calls
‘musical objects’ to resolve unprotestingly into
‘smooth and untroubled synthesis—dialectical
wholes’ (with a ‘w’). If Adorno was right, and, as
Dineen phrases it, even ‘chordal usage is a social
contract’, then social and cultural history are—
presumably - vital components of meaningful
musical analysis. So we could go on. But such
matters are far too earnest for the present
occasion. So—without quite forgetting it - let’s
leave my leading question—‘is music analysis
history?’ -in the background, and focus instead on
reminiscence.
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The history of Music Analysis as a journal—and of
the SMA - are indeed in large part parallel to the
history of music analysis as a subject taught to
both undergraduates and postgraduates; a
subject which in its early days almost had the air
of a counterculture - thereby acquiring a degree
of transgressive popularity, even though the
subject-matter of those early courses was all too
comfortably, classically mainstream. But from the
start analysis was never the kind of alternative
that could be taught comfortably en masse, still
less examined comfortably en masse, as those
with memories of the agonised debates around
the old, pre-1990 London BMus will recall: and
that was when there were only about 100 finals
candidates in the whole university.
Turning from history to mythology, I can summon
up a vision of that Monsalvat otherwise known as
King’s College on the Strand, sending out its
Lohengrins to ensure happy endings for students
of analysis the length and breadth of a grateful
nation. Truth be told, the London analytical
community of the 1980s was probably more like a
crazy gang than like knights of the grail: and even
if Monsalvat on the Strand was its primary
headquarters, there were always more substantial
outposts in New Cross and Egham, with all three
London bases paralleled by quite distinctive
alternative establishments at other universities.
And even in the 1980s, not only was there always
the potential for fracture within the analytical
community itself: even then, scepticism about the
values being attached to theory-based analysis,
whether of tonal or post-tonal music, was far from
uncommon among historians, composers and
other practitioners of academic music.
For proof that this scepticism is as vigorous today
as ever it was, you need look no further that the
recently published volume of conversations
between Thomas Adès and Tom Service. But
then, one doesn’t have to be a rabidly antiSchenkerian composer to cleave to the conviction
that too much stability is—in modern times—a
thoroughly bad thing. Theorists can believe in
instability too: and who better to make such a
judgement that one who has, one some respects
at least, not only seen it all, but seen it all for so
long. To put it another way—even if my old friend
Ian Bent were with us tonight, I would still be the
oldest person present.
One of the many disadvantages of seniority is that
the number of those even more senior, to whom
one can look up to as superior authorities,
reduces itself so unforgivingly. So I was much
heartened the other day to encounter a recent
essay collection by the veteran American scholar
Leo Treitler, four years my senior. Treitler’s

Reflections on musical meaning and its
representations is notable among much else for a
view of Adorno quite different from Murray
Dineen’s: Adorno, according to Treitler, falls ‘far
short of portraying the experience of music in the
world as the alternative we seek to the tradition of
approaching
music
as
an
autonomous
phenomenon’. Treitler remains alert to the multiple
ironies that ensue when one tries to negotiate
music’s place within as well as apart from its own
acoustic world: and in an essay from 2007 with
the title ‘Being at a Loss for Words’ he usefully
reminds his readers that ‘music is far from alone
in its ineffableness, which is neither its unique
problem nor its unique appeal’.
Words
themselves, so often caricatured as models of
absolute and perfect clarity when set against
those inherently vague and concept-evading
musical sounds—words themselves actually have
a ‘multivocality’ which Treiter boldly sees as ‘not
only common but essential for communication’.
Treitler’s essay collection also fits quite naturally
into a musicological culture than can still accept
the complementary relation between theory and
history. And while I suspect that the last thing
anyone present wants just now is yet another
homily about the nature and achievements of
British musical analysis, the topic embodied in my
title is intended to indicate a serious response to
the possibility that what we celebrate, for all its
valuable past, might only have a future it is
reasserts the concrete virtues of bringing theory’s
history to bear on analysis’s present. A few final
reflections on the UK/USA distinction will
underline the point.
At last year’s SMA spring study day our
president made the memorable comment that
introducing me at a British analysis event was like
introducing Nelson Mandela to the ANC. That put
me in mind of how different it could be to be
introduced at American conferences, where
audiences (at least in the 1980s) needed to be
warned about how deeply embedded subtly
allusive sarcasm might be in English rhetoric. As
the late historian Tony Judt wrote in an eloquent
tribute to Edward Said, ‘he was ... always at a
slight tangent to his affinities’: and without for a
moment suggesting that I want to trade in the
Mandela comparison for one with Said, that
comment of Judt’s does strike a certain chord. In
some ways Judt’s tribute seems to involve the
attempt to de-Americanise—and therefore,
perhaps, to universalise -Said’s virtues.
For
example, Judt argues that ‘if there was anything
that depressed Said about younger [literary]
scholars it was their over-familiarity with “theory”
at the expense of the art of close textual reading’.
True, the scare quotes that Judt provides around
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‘theory’ seem designed to protect the best
theoretical thinking from this apparently blanket
condemnation. Yet there’s a clear attempt to
protect ‘the art of close textual reading’—analysis,
in other words—from too precise an identification
with the kind of theory that trades in grand
generalisations and keeps the particulars of any
particular work of art, and even any particular
historical phase of an art, at a distance.
In context, which is Judt’s discussion of Said’s
position in the fraught confrontation between
Israelis and Palestinians, it’s almost as if a parallel
is being proposed between intransigence as
applying to both theorists and to Israelis, while
vulnerability is the key property of analysts and of
Palestinians. I’ll leave you to ponder that one.
But let’s not lose sight of being ‘at a slight tangent
to one’s affinities’, and some consequential
questions.
Has there always been tension
between theory and analysis (or concept and
practice)?: and might that possible tension be
mitigated—in the UK if not in the US - if both
tendencies remember that they have histories,
and that remembering and reacting to their pasts
might be the best way to constructively shape
their futures?
To my mind the present disparities between UK
and USA are things to enjoy rather than to
deprecate, not least because it’s so far from the
case that all theorists based in America prioritise
systematic generalisation while all analysts based
in the UK prioritise case-sensitive procedural
detail. One of the many admirable qualities of the
splendid production that is Volume 29 of Music
Analysis, the special issue on ‘Music and Emotion’
guest edited by Michael Spitzer, is its recourse to
an unusually even balance between European
and American contributors. On the other hand,
the complete absence of transformational, neoRiemannian routines in the most recent issue of
our journal might encourage the assumption that
we Brits don’t get Lewin, or even Cohn, still less
Rings or Tymoczko—and might not be getting
them even if the much-missed Anthony Pople
were still with us. Obviously enough, Music
Analysis has not shunned the neo-Riemann
strand of theoretic-analytic thinking in the past—
though I think I’m right in saying that hardly any
British contributors have been involved in this.
And it remains the case that neither Lewin nor
Cohn are mentioned by either American Michael
Puri or English David Clarke in their extended
studies of Ravel; and Tippett in Vol. 30/2-3. By
contrast, British–born but US-based Philip
Rupprecht flags up the neo-Riemannian
theoretical hinterland of hexatonicism in his
survey of what he terms ‘Britten’s triadic
modernism’
in
some
recently-published

conference proceedings from Duke University,
North Carolina.
Since the Britten centenary is almost upon us, and
I’ve been spending much time of late preparing
various highly-wrought contributions to those
impending celebrations, I was tempted to devise a
digest of some of my choicer apercus as a fittingly
heavyweight climax to this evening’s cabaret.
Have no fear—I soon changed my mind. Instead,
I found myself plunging back into various
pronouncements of mine over the past three
decades at times of celebration; pronouncements
that are on the whole no less uncerebral than this
present one. As early as 1980 I was confident
that the best British analytical work involved an
approach that brought history and theory together:
and I concluded bravely as follows: ‘All the signs
are that, as awareness and acceptance of the
more challenging analytical techniques increase
... the future for analysis in Britain is a great deal
brighter than its past might suggest’.
I didn’t quite get round to asserting that such
optimism was justified simply because the subject
was at last being properly taught at King’s
College: but there must have been an element of
such immodest euphoria behind my 1980 text—
especially as this was aimed at the international
audience reading Acta Musicologica. By 2002, in
the ‘special issue’ of Music Analysis designed to
mark the journal’s twentieth anniversary, I was not
so much ringing the changes as restating the
obvious, boasting that ‘in 2002, [the discipline of]
music analysis can enjoy its particular
engagement with context without wasting time
attempting to prove that the very idea of
engagement with context was, once upon a time,
ridiculed and shunned’. That was in 2002. There
was a rather different atmosphere last year when I
gave the society the benefit of my thoughts in a
paper—which some of you might remember called ‘Written off? Theory, analysis, and twentyfirst century musicology’. In the same vein was
my ‘view from the old country’ in Music Theory
Spectrum’s 2011 symposium called ‘Catching up
with Rimski-Korsakov’ - though ‘Trying to get even
with Richard Taruskin’ would have been a better
title. There, I noted that ‘higher education in
Britain has been transformed since 1980 in ways
which have made it extremely difficult to retain
specialized undergraduate and master’s level
courses in theory-based analysis of the kind
pioneered by Ian Bent and myself during the era
of university expansion between 1960 and 1980’.
And I went on to declare: ‘because courses in
theory and analysis had scarcely taken root in UK
curricula when the Thatcherite reforms were
imposed, and in some departments those courses
were tolerated more for their ability to attract good
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students than because they persuaded the
authorities of their inherent merit, it was inevitable
that such courses would find it harder to win the
fight for survival than more firmly established and
less expensive alternatives.
Perhaps it’s now enough to note that teaching—
interpreting—music, is not only about its history;
the story of its journey from where it started to
me—or you—its interpreter.
Just like
performance, analysis is also about music’s living
materiality. Of course, music historians are
perfectly at liberty to celebrate that materiality: but

the more intensively they do so, the more they
become theorists, analysts, or, as I think of them,
fully-rounded musicologists. So: please join with
me in drinking the health, not only of the now
irredeemably adult SMA, but also of the British
publication which, at the age of thirty, has the
continued capacity to reflect all aspects of the
truly profound instability of musical experience:
and which therefore promises to keep fullyroundedness in the forefront of our musicological
life.
Music Analysis!

Student News
The last few months have proven to be very
exciting for the student members of the SMA. To
celebrate the Society’s twenty-first anniversary
and the thirtieth anniversary of our affiliated
journal Music Analysis, students have been
offered free membership to the society and
subsidised rates for a subscription to Music
Analysis. This offer has seen a welcome increase
in our student membership and is valid until the
end of 2013.
New Web Pages: We have also launched two
new ways to follow and interact with the Society.
First, we have built an academia.edu profile:
http://sma.academia.edu/SocietyforMusicAnalysis
And a Facebook page:

Excitingly, the newly launched Postgraduate
st
Writing Club will meet for the first time on 1
December 2012, at City University London. In
what we expect to be an informal and friendly
event, the attending students have distributed in
advance their respective papers, chapters or
articles to a supportive group of fellow students for
feedback and discussion. It is our hope that it will
be hosted by different people at their respective
institutions in the future. Review(s) are likely to
appear shortly after the event in the above student
websites, as well as in www.sma.ac.uk.
If you’re interested in joining, hosting a session, or
just finding out more then please get in touch with
Suzie and Kirstie at students@sma.ac.uk. As
ever, both of your student reps would be delighted
to receive comments, questions and general
feedback from any members at any time.

http://www.facebook.com/SocietyforMusicAnalysis
Through these, you can explore our work as a
scholarly society, read blog posts that contain
details about forthcoming events and up-to-date
news, and view photos from recent events.

Kirstie Hewlett and Suzie Wilkins
SMA Student Representatives
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Diary
3–5 January 2013, University of Southampton
Royal Musical Association Research Students’ Conference
Keynote speakers: Kofi Agawu, Mark Everist, Benedict Taylor
http://www.southampton.ac.uk/rma_studentconference
Email: RMAStudent2013@soton.ac.uk
The deadline for submissions has passed.

18–19 April 2013, Keele University
SMA annual Theory and Analysis Graduate Students (TAGS) Conference
Keynote speaker: Philip Tagg
Convenors: Becky Thumpston and Dr Nicholas Reyland
A CFP has been issued recently by email and on
http://www.sma.ac.uk/2012/11/cfp-tags-2013/.
Abstracts should be submitted to Becky Thumpston: r.m.thumpston@keele.ac.uk
Deadline for proposals: 8th February 2013

2–4 July 2013, Liverpool University
POPMAC: An International Conference on Analyzing Popular Music
Keynote speakers: Anne Danielsen (University of Oslo), Walter Everett (University of Michigan),
Allan Moore (University of Surrey).
Conference Chairman: Michael Spitzer
Information and submissions: http://www.popmac.org.uk
Deadline for proposals: 28th February, 2013

21-23 June 2013, Keele University
Rethinking Poulenc: 50 Years On
Conference Organizer: Barbara L. Kelly (Keele University)
Information and submissions:
http://www.keele.ac.uk/music/concerts-events-forums/poulencconference/
Deadline for proposals: 18th January 2013
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Procedure for the award of grants from the
Music Analysis development fund
1. Grants to Individuals
The Editorial Board of the Journal makes grants
from its Development Fund in the form of support
for travel and subsistence to UK-based students
and scholars working in the discipline of music
analysis to attend conferences abroad, to consult
library and archival resources or to pursue other
comparable research activities. Individual grants
will not normally exceed £500.
The Board will also consider requests from
individuals for forms of support other than those
detailed above. Such requests might concern, for
instance, the acquisition of microfilms or
photocopies of sources, or assistance with the
preparation of material for publication.
Criteria governing the award of such grants are: i)
the academic strength of the planned research
and its relevance to the study of music analysis;
ii) the financial need. Applicants should therefore
give a brief (c. 300-word) account of the research
to be undertaken and/or research material to be
obtained, explaining its relevance to music
analysis; additionally, they should give details of
any other applications for support that have been
made, or should explain why funding is not
available
from
other
sources.
Student
applications should be supported by a
supervisor’s reference.
The Board does not fund sabbatical leave or
research assistants.

2. Grants to Support Conferences and Other
Meetings
In addition to offering grants to individuals, the
Board supports UK academic conferences,
seminars and meetings concerned wholly or in
part with the discipline of music analysis. Support
is offered in three forms: i) a guarantee against
loss; ii) a grant to assist with the travel and
subsistence of a senior scholar from overseas; iii)
a grant to support the attendance of students
delivering papers on a music-analytical subject,
or of students registered on courses including a
substantial component of analysis. The Board will
not normally entertain applications for more than
one of these forms of support for a single
conference or event.
Applications should be supported by a draft
programme or a brief (c. 300-word) account of
the conference or event; additionally, they should
give details of any other applications for support
that have been made, or should explain why
funding is not available from other sources.
3. Application Procedures
Applications, either in writing or by email, should
be addressed to the Chair of the Editorial Board
at the address given in each issue of the Journal.
Applications will be considered and awards made
by a sub-committee of the Editorial Board. There
are no application deadlines; each application will
be considered on receipt. Applicants may
normally expect a decision within one month of
their application.

SMT international travel grants
International Travel Grants are available for the purpose of attending Society for Music
Theory (SMT) conferences. Application information can be found on the website of the
SMT’s Committee on Diversity: http://www.societymusictheory.org/grants/travel
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Members’ Forthcoming/Recent Research
Conference and Colloquium Papers (for TAGS
2012 papers see ‘Reviews’)
Byros, Vasili. ‘Ethno-Graphing Mozart’. Cornell
University Musicology Colloquium, 23 February
2012 (invited speaker).
Drabkin, William. ‘Schenker's Army: Defending the
Fundamental Line of Mozart’s G Minor
Symphony’. TAGS 2012, University of
Southampton, 21 April 2012 (keynote); A
Cerebration of Analysis, IMR London, 22
September 2012.
Marston, Nicholas. ‘Dynamische Fälschung:
Schenker's Understanding of the SecondMovement Trio in Beethoven’s “Hammerklavier”
Sonata’. A Cerebration of Analysis, Institute of
Musical Research, London, 21 September 2012.
Rees, Jonathan. ‘Language into Music and Music
against Language: Peter Maxwell Davies’s Setting
of Georg Trakl’. RMA Music and Philosophy Study
Group, Second Annual Conference, King’s
College London, 21 July 2012.
Reyland, Nicholas W. ‘The Spaces of Modernism:
Lutosławski's Heterotopias’. University of Leeds,
Music Research Seminar, 1 March 2012 (invited
speaker).
Rink, John. ‘The (F)utility of Performance
Analysis’. 12th International Conference on Music
Perception and Cognition (ICMPC) / 8th Triennial
Conference of the European Society for the
Cognitive Sciences of Music (ESCOM),
Thessaloniki, Greece, 23 July 2012 (keynote).
Lecture Recitals
Mawer, Deborah. ‘Ravel Double Bill: L’Heure and
L’Enfant’. Glyndebourne Festival, Lewes,
England, 19 August 2012 (invited speaker).
http://glyndebourne.com/festival-talk-speakers
Rink, John. ‘Chopin’s Afterthoughts’. Cambridge
University Musical Society Lunchtime Recital
Series, University of Cambridge, 15 May 2012.

Drabkin, William. ‘Beethoven’s Unborn Children’,
in Beiträge zu Biographie und Schaffensprozess
bei Beethoven: Rainer Cadenbach zum
Gedenken, ed. Jürgen May (Bonn: BeethovenHaus, 2011), 35–50.
Jan, Steven B. ‘“The Heavens are Telling”: A
Memetic-Calvinian Reading of a Haydn Chord
Progression’, Interdisciplinary Science Reviews 37
no. 2 (2012): 113–30.
Leach, Elizabeth Eva. ‘The dart of love: an
Analysis of Machaut’s Rondeau no. 5’,
http://eeleach.wordpress.com/2012/06/12/the-dart-oflove-an-analysis-of-machauts-rondeau-no-5/.

Marston, Nicholas. ‘Schumann’s Gesänge der
Frühe, Op. 133: A “False Dawn”?’, Rivista di
Analisi e Teoria Musicale 16 (2010 [published last
year]), 29–49 [English], 51–57 [Italian]
Mirka, Danuta. ‘Absent Cadences’, EighteenthCentury Music 9/2 (2012): 213–35.
Reyland, Nicholas W. ‘The Beginnings of a
Beautiful Friendship? Music Narratology and
Screen Music Studies’, Music, Sound and the
Moving Image 6/1 (Spring 2012): 55–71.
Books
Ockelford, Adam. Applied Musicology: Using
Zygonic Theory to Inform Music Education,
Therapy, and Psychology Research (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, November 2012).
Marston, Nicholas. Heinrich Schenker and
Beethoven’s ‘Hammerklavier’ Sonata, RMA
Musical Monographs (forthcoming 2013)
Mawer, Deborah. ‘Le jazz gallicisé et ravelisé:
théorie et pratique du “blues”’, in Pascal Terrien
(ed.), Musique française: Esthétique et identité en
mutation 1892–1992 (Sampzon: Les Editions
Delatour France, 2012), 215–25.
Reyland, Nicholas W. Zbignew Preisner's ‘Three
Colors’ Trilogy: A Film Score Guide (Lanham, Md.:
Scarecrow Press, 2012).

Articles, Book Chapters and Scholarly Blogs
Byros, Vasili: ‘Meyer’s “Anvil”: Revisiting the
Schema Concept’, Music Analysis 31/iii
(forthcoming).
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